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Akinator can read your thoughts just like magic and tell you what character you're thinking of, just by asking a few questions. Think of a real or fictional character and Akintor will try to guess who it is. Would you dare challenge the demon? And what about other topics like movies, animals...? New Adjust
your Akintor experience with a user account! Akinator allows you to create your own user account. He'll record the Aki Awards you won, the props you've opened and the balance of your Genizas. They'll follow you anywhere now, even if you change your mobile device. 2 other topics besides
CHARACTERSAkinator is getting stronger and stronger... The demon has increased his knowledge, and now you have the opportunity to challenge him both on movies and animals! Will you succeed in defeating Akintor? Blue Genie invites you to think outside the box. As you know, he likes to guess
characters and take over tough challenges. To do this, make him guess forgotten characters who haven't played for a very long time and you can beat the best Aki Awards.BE the best player and challenge the other players on the leaderboards to prove who's the best. You can write your name on the last
Writer Awards board or in the Hall of Fame. Keep guessing every day, try to find the 5 mysterious characters and win a few more and specific Aki Awards. Complete the full daily challenge and win the Aki Gold Daily Challenge Award, one of the most prestigious Aki Awards.UNLEASH your creativity and
the gniz tormentor, you can open and play with new backgrounds and customize the blue genie to your liking. The magic demon will become a vampire, a cowboy or a disco man. Unleash your creativity by mixing 12 hats and 13 clothes to create your ideal combination. Play more, without any boundaries!
PREMIUM Potion opens all characters and removes all ads from the app, ensuring you get the best gaming experience. Main features:-16 languages (French, English, Spanish, Portuguese, German, Japanese, Arabic, Russian, Italian, Chinese, Turkish, Korean, Hebrew, Polish, Indonesian and Dutch)-
Get 2 more topics: Movies and Animal-Aki Awards Board to get an overview of the Hall of Fame of your collection with both current and previous super awards rating for Black, Platinum and Gold Aki Awards-Daily Challenges Board-Add Magic by offering a photo or some questions-customizing of your
breast by combining different hats and clothing filter mode allows the youngster to play safely video recording feature in the game---------------------------Follow Akinator on:Facebook @officialakinatorTwitter @akinator_teamInstagram @akinatorgenieapp---------------------------Gini's Tips:-Akinator requires
an internet connection to use his magic lamp. Turn on WiFi or make sure you have a data plan.-Don't forget to scroll down the list to find and choose your own language Create your own data plan The greatest India character of real money candy matching game to complete all levels play ludo rounds in
real time to take care of your talking cat and watch it grow and take care of Angela and enjoy with her the most enjoyable zombies to return to android farm the most entertaining on Android Akinator can read your thoughts and tell you about what character you think of, just by asking some questions.
Think of a real or fictional character and Akintor will try to guess who it is. Would you dare challenge the demon? And what about other topics like movies, animals...? ####NEW###2 other topics besides the charactersKintor is getting stronger and stronger... The demon has increased his knowledge, and
now you have the opportunity to challenge him both on movies and animals! Will you succeed in defeating Akintor? Go look for the AKIKintor Awards inviting you to think outside the box. As you know, he likes to guess characters and take over tough challenges. To do this, make him guess forgotten
characters who haven't played for a very long time and you can beat the best Aki Awards.BE the best player and challenge the other players on the leaderboards to prove who's the best. You can write your name on the last Writer Awards board or in the Hall of Fame. Keep guessing every day, try to find
the 5 mysterious characters and win a few more and specific Aki Awards. Complete the full daily challenge and win the Aki Gold Daily Challenge Award, one of the most prestigious Aki Awards.UNLEASH your creativity and geniz tormentor, you can open and play with new backgrounds and customize
your breast to your liking. The demon will become a vampire, a cowboy or a disco man. Unleash your creativity by mixing 12 hats and 13 clothes to create your ideal combination. Main features:15 Languages (French, English, Spanish, Portuguese, German, Japanese, Arabic, Russian, Italian, Chinese,
Turkish, Korean, Hebrew, Polish and Dutch)Get 2 more topics: Movies and AnimalAki Awards Board to get an overview of your Hall of Fame collection with current and previous rankings And the latest super awards for Black, Platinum and Gold Aki AwardsDaily Challenges BoardSamm magic by offering
a photo or a few questions Moaning your breast by combining different hats and a clothesChild filter to allow kids to safely play a recording movie feature in the game---------------------------Speak the genie on:Facebook @officialakinatorTwitter @akinator_teamInstagram @akinatorgenieapp---------------------
------Gini's Tips:-Akinator requires an internet connection to use his magic lamp. Turn on WiFi or be sure to have a data plan.-Don't forget to scroll down the list to find and select your language THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI Mô t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t akintor the genie can read your thoughts and tell you what
character you think of, just by asking a few questions. Think of a real or fictional character and Akintor. Try to guess who it is. Would you dare challenge the genie? Challenge your friends on leader boards to prove who is the best. To.... xem thêm Page 2 - New character popularity rating - Minor bug fixes
and improvements to Mô t Akinator Genie Akinator can read your mind and tell you what character you're thinking of, just by asking a few questions. Think of a real or fictional character and Akintor will try to guess who it is. Would you dare challenge the genie? Challenge your friends on leader boards to
prove who is the best. To.... xem thêm Akinator can read your mind and tell you what character you are thinking of, just by asking some questions. Think of a real or fictional character and Akintor will try to guess who it is. Would you dare challenge the genie? Challenge your friends on leader boards to
prove who is the best. To allow your kids to play safely, turn on the children's filter. Go look for the AKIKintor Awards inviting you to think outside the box. As you know, he likes to guess characters and takes challenges harder and harder. To do that, make him guess forgotten characters, who haven't
played for a very long time. Unleash your creativity from the undersized to the niza, you open and play with new backgrounds and customize Akinator as you want. The demon will become a vampire, a cow boy or a disco man. Keep guessing every day, try to find 5 mysterious characters and win another
Geniza to customize ginny. Try out my world experience Akinator's talents never end! Another surprise from the retraining: With MyWorld, discover a new way to play. Challenge Akinator further: make him guess who your relatives and friends are and gather them all into your MyWorld gallery. Even better!
Akinator can guess your friends and relatives even if you're not playing. Impossible?! Transfer your mobile to your friends and try the MyWorld experience... And be prepared to amaze!---------------------------Follow: //twitter.com/akinator_team--------------------------- Please note:-Akinator requires an Internet
connection to use his magic lamp. Turn on WiFi or be sure to have a data plan.-Available in several languages (French, English, Spanish, Portuguese, German, Japanese, Arabic, Russian, Italian, Chinese, Turkish, Korean, Hebrew, Polish, and Dutch)-To select your language, don't forget to scroll down
the list to find it. Page 3 Small Bugs Fixed Mô t Akinator Genie Akinator can read your thoughts and tell you what character you are thinking of, just by asking some questions. Think of a real or fictional character and Akintor will try to guess who it is. Would you dare challenge the genie? Challenge your
friends on leader boards to prove who is the best. To.... xem thêm Akinator can read your mind and tell you which character you are thinking of, just by asking how much Think of a real or fictional character and Akintor will try to guess who it is. Would you dare challenge the genie? Challenge your friends
on leader boards to prove who is the best. To allow your kids to play safely, turn on the children's filter. Go look for the AKIKintor Awards inviting you to think outside the box. As you know, he likes to guess characters and takes challenges harder and harder. To do that, make him guess forgotten
characters, who haven't played for a very long time. Unleash your creativity from the undersized to the niza, you open and play with new backgrounds and customize Akinator as you want. The demon will become a vampire, a cow boy or a disco man. Keep guessing every day, try to find 5 mysterious
characters and win another Geniza to customize ginny. Try out my world experience Akinator's talents never end! Another surprise from the retraining: With MyWorld, discover a new way to play. Challenge Akinator further: make him guess who your relatives and friends are and gather them all into your
MyWorld gallery. Even better! Akinator can guess your friends and relatives even if you're not playing. Impossible?! Transfer your mobile to your friends and try the MyWorld experience... And be prepared to amaze!---------------------------Follow: //twitter.com/akinator_team--------------------------- Please
note:-Akinator requires an Internet connection to use his magic lamp. Turn on WiFi or be sure to have a data plan.-Available in several languages (French, English, Spanish, Portuguese, German, Japanese, Arabic, Russian, Italian, Chinese, Turkish, Korean, Hebrew, Polish, and Dutch)-To select your
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